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Judicial Supremacy and the
Modest Constitution
Frederick Schauert

INTRODUCTION

Judicial supremacy is under attack. From various points on the politi-

cal spectrum, political actors as well as academics have challenged the idea
that the courts in general, and the Supreme Court in particular, have a spe-

cial and preeminent responsibility in interpreting and enforcing the
Constitution. Reminding us that treating Supreme Court interpretations of
the Constitution as supreme and authoritative has no grounding in constitutional text and not much more in constitutional history, these critics seek to

relocate the prime source of interpretive guidance. The courts have an
important role to play, these critics acknowledge, but it is a role neither
greater than that played by other branches, nor greater than the role to be
played by "the people themselves."'
The critics' understanding of a more limited function for the judiciary
in constitutional interpretation appears to rest, however, primarily on a
highly contestable conception of the point of having a written constitution
in the first place. According to this conception, a constitution, and especially the Constitution of the United States, is the vehicle by which a de-

mocratic polity develops its own fundamental values. A constitution,
therefore, becomes both a statement of our most important values and the
vehicle through which these values are created and crystallized. Under this
conception of the role of a written constitution, it would indeed be a mistake to believe that the courts should have the preeminent responsibility for

interpreting that constitution. For this task of value generation to devolve
Copyright ? 2004 California Law Review, Inc. California Law Review, Inc. (CLR) is a California
nonprofit corporation. CLR and the authors are solely responsible for the content of their publications.

t Frank Stanton Professor of the First Amendment, John F. Kennedy School of Government,
Harvard University. This is the written version of a commentary delivered at the Brennan Center's
Jorde Symposium, held at the University of Michigan Law School on April 4, 2003. An earlier version
was presented at the Kennedy School of Government's Faculty Research Seminar. Although this Reply
goes in a slightly different direction from my joint work with Larry Alexander, it is part of our larger

project on judicial supremacy and a product of our discussions and collaboration. Research support was
provided by the Joan Shorenstein Center on the Press, Politics & Public Policy.

1. Larry D. Kramer, Popular Constitutionalism, circa 2004, 92 CALIF. L. REV. 959, 959 (2004).
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to the courts would represent not only a perversion

the argument goes, but would also signal an abdicat
ernance itself.

Although such a conception is not without merit,
an alternative and arguably superior understanding
written document called a "constitution." Under this alternative under-

standing, the constitution incorporates a series of rules that impose secondorder constraints on the first-order policy preferences of the people and of

their elected representatives and executive officials.2 Precisely because
these second-order constraints limit (in the service of longer-term or deeper

values) th. rational and usually well-meaning first-order preferences of
those who are to be constrained, it would be anomalous to place too much
hope or trust in those whose constraint is the whole point of the constitu-

tional limits. Under this alternative view of constitutionalism, judicial supremacy emerges not because of any nostalgic or unduly idealistic view
about the capacities of the judiciary. Nor does it flow from contempt for
the decision-making capacities of ordinary people. Rather, external constraint on those who are to be constrained from effectuating even their rational, well-meaning, and good-faith policies and preferences is the natural
concomitant of the external nature of the constitutional norms themselves.
In this Reply I seek to explicate and defend this latter version of constitu-

tionalism and thus to show that the judicial role labeled "judicial
supremacy" is the natural partner of constitutionalism itself.
I

Two PRELIMINARIES

A. Authority and Supremacy
The question here is one that often rides under the banner of "judicial

supremacy,"3 but it is better understood as being more about judicial
2. The distinction between first- and second-order reasons is a familiar one in moral, political,
and legal theory, with the basic idea being that second-order reasons serve to exclude otherwise good
first-order reasons, or to include otherwise bad first-order reasons. This basic idea has an affinity with
H.L.A. Hart's distinction between primary and secondary rules, H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW

79-99 (2d ed. 1994), was developed at some length in the works of Joseph Raz, see, e.g., JOSEPH RAZ,
PRACTICAL REASONS AND NORMS 15-48 (1990); JOSEPH RAZ, THE AUTHORITY OF LAW: ESSAYS ON

LAW AND MORALITY 3-33 (1979); JOSEPH RAZ, THE MORALITY OF FREEDOM 23-37 (1986), and is
summarized and developed further in, for example, FREDERICK SCHAUER, PLAYING BY THE RULES: A
PHILOSOPHICAL EXAMINATION OF RULE-BASED DECISION-MAKING IN LAW AND IN LIFE 88-93 (1991);

Cass R. Sunstein & Edna Ullman-Margalit, Second-Order Decisions, 110 ETHICS 5 (1999). At the heart
of the distinction between first-order and second-order reasons is the idea that excluding first-order
reasons may at times better protect the long-term values embodied in second-order reasons and may at
other times prevent those first-order decisions that would simply be mistaken at the outset.

3. See, e.g., Larry Alexander & Frederick Schauer, Defending Judicial Supremacy: A Reply, 17

CONST. COMMENT. 455 (2000); Rachel E. Barkow, More Supreme Than Court? The Fall of the
Political Question Doctrine and the Rise of Judicial Supremacy, 102 COLUM. L. REV. 237 (2002); Neal
Devins & Louis Fisher, Judicial Exclusivity and Political Instability, 84 VA. L. REV. 83 (1998); Scott
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authority than about judicial supremacy. Althou

refer to, "supremacy," there is some risk of misu
try to minimize at the outset. Thus, consistent wi

of the concept of authority,4 the question is whe

pretations of the Constitution (and with some cav

tations as well)' should be understood by other b

and by the people, as authoritative-as being e

(necessarily) because of their wisdom, but solely b

This source-based understanding of authority

tiveness makes clear the important way in which

from persuasiveness. Of course Supreme Cour

Constitution may be persuasive because of their
come, but so too may historical statements, la
decisions of other nations, newspaper op-eds, an
our friends and relatives. If the question is only

decisions ought to be respected when they are p
serious argument at all, for no one would conten
Court opinions should not be respected when th

E. Gant, Judicial Supremacy and Nonjudicial Interpretation of the C

L.Q. 359 (1997); Barry Friedman, The History of the Countermajo

Road to Judicial Supremacy, 73 N.Y.U. L. REV. 333 (1998); E

Judgment, Not a Matter of Opinion, 74 N.Y.U. L. REV. 123 (1999
the Court, 115 HARV. L. REV. 4, 6-16 (2001); Robert Justin Lipk

CIN. L. REV. 107 (2000); Frank I. Michelman, Living with Judici

REV. 579 (2003); L.A. Powe, Jr., The Politics of American Ju

Marshall, Warren, and Rehnquist Courts, 38 WAKE FOREST L. RE

& John C. Yoo, The Origins of Judicial Review, 70 U. CHI. L. RE
Judicial Deference and Interpretive Coordinacy in State and Feder

L. REV. 656 (2000); Keith E. Whittington, Extrajudicial Const
Objections and Responses, 80 N.C. L. REV. 773 (2002); Brian M.

Endorsement of the Weak and Strong Forms ofJudicial Supremacy,

4. See, e.g., RICHARD T. DE GEORGE, THE NATURE AND L

AUTHORITY (Joseph Raz ed., 1990); RAZ, THE AUTHORITY OF L
Challenging Authority, 100 YALE L.J. 1611 (1991); Donald H. Re

Meaning of "Obey".: Further Thoughts on Raz and Obedien

JURISPRUDENCE, 3 (1990); Frederick Schauer, The Questions ofAuth

5. The issue of lower court interpretive authority is often
"nonacquiescence," the practice by which some federal agencie

particular case, federal appellate court (but not Supreme Court) dec

See generally Samuel Estreicher & Richard L. Revesz, Nonacquies

Agencies, 98 YALE L.J. 679 (1989). The case for acquiescence

Appeals decisions is made more complex by the following questio
decision would be considered binding within the Circuit but no

Supreme Court decision generally on the issue, and (3) wheth

Supreme Court decision in the foreseeable future. Thus, when the F

race in admissions at the University of Texas Law School in 1996

(5th Cir. 1996), questions arose about the extent to which that de
Texas Law School, and arguably binding on the state of Texas, sho

(and not merely persuasive) in other states within the Circuit, or eve
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But a true question of authority is content independ
suasiveness independent. The question is whether a S
should be entitled to deference just because of its sou
ily) because of its content or its persuasiveness, and

not persuasive. Put most clearly, the question is wh

ment for following even those Supreme Court in
Constitution that the follower believes mistaken.7

Even if Supreme Court interpretations should
thoritative, it does not follow that such authority s

is, infinitely stringent. What makes the term "supre

leading is that the term may suggest absoluteness; it
ing the Supreme Court as the authoritative interpret

entails accepting that no considerations of morality,
else can ever override that authority. Although som

fully for such a position,8 the infinite stringency of

tailed by the concept of authority itself any m

stringency of a rule, an obligation, or a right is ent
and the existence of the rule, the obligation, or the

Supreme Court decisions as authoritative while reco
sion, the wrongness of a Supreme Court interpretat

and so immoral-Dred Scott1o comes to mind-that

deference implicit in the concept of authority should

the key idea is that of a presumption, for although
overcome by reasons of extraordinary strength, the

lieve that presumptions-any more than heighten

need be incapable of being overcome in order to have

6. See H.L.A. HART, ESSAYS ON BENTHAM: STUDIES IN JURISPR

THEORY 243-68 (1982); RAZ, THE MORALITY OF FREEDOM, supra not
Postema, Coordination and Convention at the Foundations ofLaw, 11 J

7. Much the same applies to the idea of precedent, for a precedent

when the precedent follower believes the precedent mistaken on the me

believes the precedent sound, she could reach the same decision absen

precedent follower believes the precedent unsound, its precedential forc

consistent with the precedent when the precedent follower genuinely pl

precedential force. See Larry Alexander, Constrained By Precedent
Frederick Schauer, Precedent, 39 STAN. L. REV. 571 (1987).

8. See Emily Sherwin, Ducking Dred Scott: A Response to Alexand
COMMENT. 65 (1998).

9. See A. JOHN SIMMONS, MORAL PRINCIPLES AND POLITICAL OBL
Loewer & Marvin Belzer, Prima Facie Obligation: Its Deconstruction a
SEARLE AND HIS CRITICS 359 (Ernest LePore & Robert Van Gulick eds
Complications and Moral Structures, 13 NAT'L L.F. 1 (1968); Frederick

Structure of Rights, 27 GA. L. REV. 415 (1993); John Searle, P

PHILOSOPHICAL SUBJECTS: ESSAYS PRESENTED TO P.F. STRAWSON 23
Judith Jarvis Thomson, Some Ruminations on Rights, 19 ARIZ. L. REV. 4

10. Scott v. Sandford, 60 U.S. (19 How.) 393 (1856).
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Yet although the concept of authority does

of that authority, it does entail that some will
not. In order for deference to be a coherent

stitutions must be entitled to deference, and o

differential authority that the term "judicial s

for the question under consideration is wheth
judicial) interpretations of the Constitution a
sumptively) authoritative, whereas congressio
tive, or popular interpretations of the Constit
corollary question is whether Congress, the Pr
agencies, and the people should defer to Supr
the Constitution even while the Supreme Cour
congressional, executive, administrative, and p
Constitution.'3 This, as so clarified, is our que

point in the argument it should be understood
tion.

B. The Political Valence (Or Not) of Judicial Supremacy
Unlike many, perhaps most, constitutional debates, the debate about

judicial supremacy does not appear to have an obvious political valence.
Although several recent decisions of the Rehnquist Supreme Court have
enthusiastically supported the idea of judicial supremacy,'4 the debate goes
back to the similar pronouncements about judicial supremacy in Cooper v.
Aaron,'5 an iconic decision of the Warren Court. More recently, although

Professor Kramer and others who attack, or at least question, judicial

11. See PHILIP SOPER, THE ETHICS OF DEFERENCE: LEARNING FROM LAW'S MORALS (2002).

12. See David S. Strauss, Presidential Interpretation of the Constitution, 15 CARDOZO L. REV.
113 (1993).
13. That judicial supremacy is the default position does not mean that there cannot be particular
instances in which the deference runs in a different direction, which is the whole point of the "textually

demonstrable constitutional commitment.. . to a coordinate political department," Baker v. Carr, 369
U.S. 186, 217 (1962), strand of political question doctrine. See Nixon v. United States, 506 U.S. 224

(1993); Goldwater v. Carter, 444 U.S. 996 (1979); Powell v. McCormack, 395 U.S. 486 (1969);
Coleman v. Miller, 307 U.S. 433 (1939). And even when there is no such "textually demonstrable
commitment," there are areas, especially in the context of war, foreign policy, and national security, in
which the courts appear to have abandoned the default rule of judicial interpretive authority. See Dames

& Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654 (1981).
14. See, e.g., Bd. of Trs. of Univ. of Ala. v. Garrett, 531 U.S. 356 (2001); Kimel v. Fla. Bd. of
Regents, 528 U.S. 62 (2000); United States v. Morrison, 529 U.S. 598 (2000); Dickerson v. United
States, 530 U.S. 428 (2000); City of Boerne v. Flores, 521 U.S. 507 (1997). For critique, see Susan
Bandes, Fear and Degradation in Alabama: The Emotional Subtext of University of Alabama v.
Garrett, 5 U. PA. J. CONST. L. 520 (2003); Kramer, supra note 3; and Robert C. Post & Reva B. Siegel,
Protecting the Constitution from the People: Juricentric Restrictions on Section Five Power, 78 IND.
L.J. 1 (2003).

15. 358 U.S. 1 (1958).
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supremacy16 might loosely be thought of as lying
contemporary American politics, the contemporary

dicial supremacy was in fact initiated by conserv

Paulsen'7 and Gary Lawson.'8 Moreover, the
Professors Kramer and Paulsen, among others, was

Ronald Reagan's Attorney General, Edwin Meese III,
with20 and without2' sympathy for Meese's genera
apart from Meese's speech, challenges to judicial sup
Department policy throughout the administrations
George H.W. Bush,22 and were a central focus of co
beginning of President George W. Bush's administra
challenges to judicial authority in constitutional int

embraced just as enthusiastically by Presidents A

Franklin Roosevelt.25

Although the foregoing lineup ignores importan

variations that will reappear later in the analysis,26 t

16. MARK TUSHNET, TAKING THE CONSTITUTION AWAY FROM THE

The Supreme Court, 2002 Term-Foreword: Fashioning the Legal Con

Law, 117 HARV. L. REV. 4 (2003); Robert C. Post & Reva B. Siegel, Le
Section Five Power: Policentric Interpretation of the Family and Me

1943 (2003); Post & Siegel, supra note 14; Mark Tushnet, Two Versio
WM. & MARY L. REV. 945 (1998).

17. Michael Stokes Paulsen, The Most Dangerous Branch: Execu
Law Is, 83 GEO. L.J. 217 (1994).

18. Gary Lawson & Christopher D. Moore, The Executive
Interpretation, 81 IOWA L. REV. 1267 (1996).

19. Originally a speech, the written version is Edwin Meese III, Th

TUL. L. REV. 979 (1987). The speech as well as commentaries and bac
found in WHO SPEAKS FOR THE CONSTITUTION? THE DEBATE OVE

(Federalist Soc'y for L. & Pub. Pol'y Stud. Occasional Paper No. 3, 199
Authoritativeness of Supreme Court Decisions, 61 TUL. L. REV. 977 (1

20. See Rex E. Lee, The Provinces of Constitutional Interpret
(1987); Robert Nagel, The Role of the Legislative and Executive B
Constitution, 73 CORNELL L. REV. 380 (1988).

21. See Sanford Levinson, Could Meese be Right This Time?, 61
also Paul Brest, Congress as Constitutional Decisionmaker and Its

Doctrine, 21 GA. L. REV. 57 (1986); Paul Brest, The Conscien

Constitutional Interpretation, 27 STAN. L. REV. 585 (1975); Stephen L
and the Forced Reconsideration of Constitutional Decisions, 53 U. CH

22. See Dawn E. Johnsen, Ronald Reagan and the Rehnqui

Power: Presidential Influences on Constitutional Change, 78 IND. L.J.

23. See Jonathan Groner, Election Fight Lights Spark Under the R
2000, at 20.
24. See Abraham Lincoln, First Inaugural Address, in 4 THE COLLECTED WORKS OF ABRAHAM
LINCOLN 262, 268 (Roy P. Basler ed., 1953); Abraham Lincoln, Sixth Debate with Stephen A. Douglas,
in 3 THE COLLECTED WORKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN 245, 255 (Roy P. Basler ed., 1953).

25. See Franklin Roosevelt, Draft Speech on the Gold Clause Cases (Feb. 19, 1935), in
F.D.R.: His PERSONAL LETTERS, 1928-1945, 459-60 (Elliott Roosevelt ed., 1950).
26. Chief among these is whether popular constitutionalism (the view that the people should have
a major role to play in constitutional interpretation) differs from departmentalism (the view that the
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both sides of the issue should be sufficient to sho

is not a simple left versus right or liberal versus

versus Republican issue. At times some of the co
dicial review have chosen simply to ignore those
but from different political perspectives, but wis

it is important to recognize that contemporary d

of judicial supremacy exist across the political an
Tempting as it is for some to see the tide of judi
a "Rehnquist Court"27 or "conservative"28 agen

characterization. The very existence of odd p

much they may be ignored, is simply evidence of
mental importance of the issue.
II
THE NEGATIVE CONSTITUTION

With these preliminaries out of the way, let us begin by examining

few exemplary Supreme Court cases, cases selected in order to make

point about the role of the courts. More precisely, these cases present a pic
ture of judicially enforced constitutional limitations that is a picture not o
wise judges overruling the actions of foolish legislators and executive offi-

cials, but rather is one stressing the importance of second-order constraint

on the first-order decisions of often wise and often well-meaning member
of the legislative and executive branches.

Our first case is Palmore v. Sidoti,29 in which a unanimous Supreme
Court made clear that it was constitutionally impermissible under the Equa
Protection Clause for a judge in a contested custody proceeding to take int
account potential effects on the child stemming from a parent's remarriag
to a person of a different race. Whatever the consequences for a child of
being a member of an interracial family, the Court ruled, those conse
quences could not as a matter of constitutional law be permissibly consid
ered by a judge acting in the name of the state.

Congress and the president should have interpretive authority equal to or greater than that of th

Supreme Court or that each of the three branches should have interpretive supremacy within its own

sphere of operations). Compare Kramer, supra note 1, with EDWARD S. CORWIN, COURT OVE
CONSTITUTION: A STUDY OF JUDICIAL REVIEW AS AN INSTRUMENT OF POPULAR GOVERNMENT 15

(1938). See also Barkow, supra note 3, at 323 n.529; Whittington, supra note , at 782-83. As w

become apparent, my arguments against popular constitutionalism apply with almost equal force
departmentalism.

27. See Post & Siegel, supra note 16, at 1945-46, 2058. Post and Siegel, however, appear t
argue that accepting a strong congressional role in delineating the contours of the Fourteen
Amendment through Section 5 is compatible with Cooper v. Aaron-style assertions of judic

supremacy. See Post & Siegel, supra note 16, at 2032-39. Seeing Section 5 as but a narrow exception

a general rule of judicial supremacy, however, seems in some tension with the overall antisupremacis
tone of Post and Siegel's arguments.

28. Kramer, supra note 1, at 964-65.
29. 466 U.S. 429 (1984).
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We do not know for sure what motivated the tri

may well have been simple racism or an objection on

very idea of interracial marriage. But there is no in
ently invidious judicial motivation in the record, an
record excludes the alternative explanation that per
decrying racism and decrying aversion to interracia
believed it wrong to conscript juveniles as the fronttle against racism. The judge might well have believe

an interracial couple, in the United States in 1983,
ficult for a child, not because interracial marriage
too many people in society wrongly believed it wron
case, the trial judge might well have believed that
the interracial couple may not have been in the "bes
however much such an act, when combined with la
decisions, would nevertheless have been in the best i
At the heart of the Supreme Court decision in

that, even under this benign understanding of the m
the original trial court decision, the decision was co
missible. However well-meaning the trial judge mig
much the judge might sincerely have believed that

be in the best interest of the child, and however

might actually have been in the best interests of t

could not stand.3" If race is a suspect classification,
then it is presumptively impermissible to use race as
its use reflects racism, but even when it does not.3"

The same dynamic of imposing wise second-orde
strictions even on equally wise first-order policy d

an amusing but obscure dormant commerce clau
Imports, Ltd. v. Dias.32 At the heart of the cas
okolehao, made from a plant (called ti) indigenou
nowhere else, and also a Hawaiian wine made not
pineapple, a staple of the Hawaiian agricultural i

elsewhere in the United States. As might be expect
wine-for reasons of familiarity, heritage, and, pre
a competitive disadvantage in its competition with,
cabernet and French Bordeaux. Presumably much th

about brandy made from the ti plant. In order to a

30. That a full societal acceptance of interracial marriage would b

that it would be good for every child of such a marriage during the tran
affairs.

31. I do not mean to suggest that Palmore is germane to the debate

the permissibility of noninvidious racial classifications. My discussion h

means within the particular category of racial classifications to which it

32. 468 U.S. 263 (1984).
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and thus to assist indigenous pineapple farme
granted Hawaiian pineapple wine33 and okolehao
state taxes, exemptions not available for the
California, and New York, nor for the bran
Switzerland, and Poland.
As with the trial judge in Palmore, there is n

either the governor or the legislature of Hawaii
lature and the governor presumably sought to d

had been elected, in part, to do, which was to pr

local products and local industries and to fost

strong financial base for local products. Yet how
may have been for the Hawaiian citizenry, they
kind of explicit protectionism that even the nar

mant commerce clause34 does not countenanc

Court had little difficulty in striking down the pre

Now consider the collection of 1977 and 1978

ing in federal courts and others in state courts, t

the "Skokie" controversy.35 Led by a man n

American Nazi Party proposed a march, complet
kas, and all the rest, in Skokie, Illinois. The tow
disproportionately populated by survivors of the

Collin and his Nazi compatriots as the venue for
that reason. Understandably incensed, and desiro
stituents from the targeted pain that the march

other officials of Skokie sought by all possible

They attempted to deny a permit, to impose on
ments, and in various other ways to prevent or
many Skokie residents that would ensue from th
As is now well known, these efforts on the p
were unavailing. Both state and federal courts, pr

Cohen v. California,36 Police Department of

33. The statute referred to "fruit wine," but the Supreme Cou

legislative intent and the actual operation of the tax, concluded that

in operation was limited to pineapple wine and extended neither to

not fruits for purposes of the tax statute) nor to wine made from fru

34. See West Lynn Creamery, Inc. v. Healy, 512 U.S. 186, 21
in the judgment).

35. Collin v. Smith, 578 F.2d 1197 (7th Cir. 1978), stay d

denied, 439 U.S. 916 (1978); Nat'l Socialist Party of Am. v. Villag

curiam). For additional discussion of these cases, see ARYEH NEIER, DEFENDING MY
ENEMY: AMERICAN NAZIS, THE SKOKIE CASE, AND THE RISKS OF FREEDOM (1979); Lee C. Bollinger,

The Skokie Legacy: Reflections on an "Easy Case" and Free Speech Theory, 80 MICH. L. REV. 617
(1982); and David Goldberger, Skokie: The First Amendment Under Attack By Its Friends, 29 MERCER

L. REV. 761 (1978).
36. 403 U.S. 15 (1971).
37. 408 U.S. 92 (1972).
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Brandenburg v. Ohio,38 held that such attempts to pr
from viewpoint-based harm constituted fundamental v
Amendment, a conclusion that a clear majority of the
sufficiently self-evident that it refused to grant even
merits, denying certiorari in the federal case39 and dis
for want of a substantial federal question in the state c
hard to maintain that the primary officials were foolis
equally hard to deny that their actions were, under the
unconstitutional.

Finally there is the 1965 case of Griffin v. California.40 Even in 1965

it was acknowledged to be an unthinkable violation of the Fifth
Amendment privilege against self-incrimination for the prosecution to call
the defendant to testify in a criminal case.41 Nevertheless, the prosecutor in

Griffin, as part of his closing argument, offered the empirically probable
observation that guilty defendants were more likely to refuse to testify than

innocent ones and asked the jury to take this into account as they weighed
all of the evidence in the case.

Although commenting on the inferences that might be drawn from a
defendant's constitutionally protected refusal to testify is seemingly based

on highly plausible probabilistic conclusions, and although such commentary is permitted in the vast number of common law countries that recog-

nize the privilege against self-incrimination,42 the Supreme Court would
have none of it. Seeking to give the constitutional guarantee functional as
well as literal protection, the Court ruled with little controversy that allowing such commentary would functionally negate the effect of a defendant's
claim of a constitutional right and might deter defendants from exercising a
right so plainly protected.

All four of these cases, and many others like them, share two important features. First, Palmore, Bacchus Imports, and the Skokie cases were
straightforward applications of constitutional principles that were and are

widely considered sound. And Griffin was a relatively uncontroversial
supplementary principle necessary to protect an equally uncontroversial
primary principle. Second, and more important, none of the principal gov-

ernment protagonists-the trial judge in Palmore, the Hawaii legislature

38. 395 U.S. 444 (1969) (per curiam).
39. Although denials of certiorari are, of course, not decisions on the merits, it is inconceivable
that the Court was not aware of the signal it was sending in refusing even to hear the challenge from the

Seventh Circuit decision.

40. 380 U.S. 609 (1965).
41. The very unthinkability of the view that the Fifth Amendment could allow the prosecution to
call the defendant to the stand in a criminal case produces the fact that there is no citation to support
this proposition.

42. See, e.g., R. v. Andrews [1992] 3 N.Z.L.R. 62.
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and governor in Bacchus Imports, the mayor
and the prosecutor in Griffin-were bad or se
ing to abuse or increase their power. Rather, a
most accounts, honest and well-meaning policy
order policy decisions designed to serve the l
primary constituencies.
That these officials were making sound fir
does not necessitate the conclusion that those decisions were constitution-

ally permissible. That is why the soundness, honesty, and publicspiritedness of their first-order decisions does not protect them from invalidation on the second-order grounds that we label "constitutional." But

the correct constitutional invalidation of even such seemingly wellintentioned legislative, executive, and judicial decisions calls into question
an image of constitutional adjudication that is primarily about keeping bad
people from doing bad things in pursuit of their own selfish or crassly political interests.43 To be sure, numerous constitutional decisions fit this
mold,44 but they do not exhaust the universe of constitutional decisions.
Palmore, Bacchus Imports, Skokie, and Griffin represent the even more
important set of instances in which constitutional rights exist not to keep
bad people from doing bad things, but rather to keep good people from enacting sound first-order policies (or even pursuing sound first-order princi-

ples) that have negative or self-defeating45 second-order, institutional, or
long-term consequences. The governmental actions in each of these cases
were invalidated not in the service of preventing evil or combating powerhungry officials, but in the service of protecting important long-term

second-order values46 from erosion by good people making reasonable
short-term decisions.

Decisions like these represent what we might call the "negative
Constitution." These decisions, and in important respects the constitutional

provisions and principles they embody, are not so much about reflecting
the deepest aspirations, goals, and ideals of a polity. Nor are they about
empowering democratic and deliberative decision making. Rather, they are
about entrenching those long-term values-not necessarily the most important of our values47-that are especially likely to be vulnerable in the short

term. Constitutional entrenchment, therefore, creates second-order
43. A good example of this common view is Cass R. Sunstein, Naked Preferences and the
Constitution, 84 COLUM. L. REV. 1689, 1689-92 (1984).
44. See, e.g., United States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1974); New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376

U.S. 254 (1964); Grosjean v. Am. Press Co., 297 U.S. 233 (1936).
45. See Adrian Vermeule, Hume 's Second-Best Constitutionalism, 70 U. CHI. L. REV. 421, 435
(2003).
46. See Sunstein & Ullman-Margalit, supra note 2, at 7.
47. The Third and Seventh Amendments, protecting values that seem far less than fundamental,
are good cautions against those who too easily see in the Constitution a statement of what is most
important to the polity.
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constraints on wise and well-meaning first-order d

that good people doing good things often produce b

consequences, or that good people doing good thing
sequentialist values,48 the negative Constitution est
strictions targeting good decisions as well as evil on
check on even the most well-meaning democratic de
These second-order restrictions may have a varie
For those who believe that welfare and utility maxim
the universe of human values, some of these restri
on cruel and unusual punishments, the protection of

ion, the guarantee of equal protection of the law

freedom of speech-can be understood as deontologic
utility maximization.49 But even from an unconstr

perspective, these and other second-order constrain

stood as rule-consequentialist side-constraints o

maximization,5" or as ways of dealing with Prisone
problems of collective action. But whatever their dee
values, and procedures protected by the negative Co
derstood not necessarily as the most important of o
not as a comprehensive statement of our most fun

als, but as the interests that appear to be in the greates

first-order decision making.
III

ENFORCING THE NEGATIVE CONSTITUTION

In theory nothing about enforceability or the role of the courts flows

from recognizing the negative aspects of the Constitution. The "people
themselves," as Professor Kramer puts it, could, after all, recognize and
self-enforce wise second-order constraints on their own wise first-order

policy preferences. Through self-restraint, they could enforce those second-

order limits against their own short-term interests as they make, whether

directly or through elected representatives, their first-order policy decisions.

Yet although it is theoretically possible for people to enforce rules
upon themselves,"5 in numerous walks of life we worry about the strength
48. See generally RONALD DWORKIN, TAKING RIGHTS SERIOUSLY 184-205 (1977).
49. See DWORKIN, supra note 48; ROBERT NOZICK, ANARCHY, STATE, AND UTOPIA 28-35 (1974)
(developing the idea of rights as moral side-constraints on utility maximization); JUDITH JARVIS
THOMSON, THE REALM OF RIGHTS (1990).

50. On rule utilitarianism and rule consequentialism, see, among recent works, BRAD HOOKER,
IDEAL CODE, REAL WORLD: A RULE-CONSEQUENTIALIST THEORY OF MORALITY (2000); and CONRAD
D. JOHNSON, MORAL LEGISLATION: A LEGAL-POLITICAL MODEL FOR INDIRECT CONSEQUENTIALIST
REASONING (1991).
51. See Thomas C. Schelling, Enforcing Rules on Oneself, 1 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 357 (1985).
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of will and mental separation that would m
allow judges or jurors to sit on cases in which
fected. We appoint inspectors general and div
special prosecutors to prevent officials from
expect public officials to avoid conflicts of in

we think they are. And in numerous other w

natural justice-nemo debet esse judex in

should be judge of his own cause)52-pervad
tional design.

At times externally-enforced rules may be
tect a majority's own long-term interests from
desires. Just as we often enlist external enfo

example53-to make sure that our long-term i
short-term weakness of the will, so too does
to governmental decisions. The very idea of re
a constitutional amendment reflects this inst

constitutional decisions as well. I.N.S. v. Chad
level about "formal" as opposed to "functio
of powers,56 but at a deeper level it was about
term constitutional arrangements against the
sires to circumvent the amendment process i

work more smoothly. Much the same can be s

invalidating a constitutionally dubious but

dealing with budget deficits. Indeed, the fact t

surplus less than ten years after the p

Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Act supports the p
often less necessary than popular or legislativ
be. Freedom of the press may also be a good
desire to restrict the unpleasant voice, especia
is) wrong, may be inconsistent with the longinstitution of the press free and strong.

The importance of external constraint is
context of the protection of persistently u

52. See R. v. Barnsley Licensing Justices, 2 Q.B. 167 (A.C.
Q.B. 753, 115 Eng. Rep. 284 (1845); Dimes v. Grand Junctio
(H.L. 1852); 0. HOOD PHILLIPS & PAUL JACKSON, O. HOOD
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW 603-04 (6th ed. 1978).

53. Those of us with big egos and a pathological unwillingnes

announcing our future plans-to quit smoking or to ride a bic

number of friends is a highly effective way of guarding against
54. U.S. Const. art. V.

55. 462 U.S. 919 (1983).

56. See Peter L. Strauss, Formal and Functional Approaches to Separation-of
Questions-A Foolish Inconsistency?, 72 CORNELL L. REV. 488 (1987).

57. 478 U.S. 714 (1986).
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under-represented interests-not only the discrete and

the Carolene Products footnote,58 but also those wh

traditional ideological divisions (atheists, flag bur

phers, and those charged with crimes, for example).
individuals, their rights will probably never be seri
popular or legislative majorities, and it should be no s
these minorities claim are those for which judicial su
greatest difference.

Examples of the effects of judicial supremacy ha

tirety of constitutional law. As the proponents of po
properly claim, it is simply not plausible to argue th
Court's decisions are counter-majoritarian, nor that t

the potential repercussions if a high percentage of it

dramatically from the popular or legislative will. Ne
indication that the Court uses its vast repository of

accumulate more political capital, and in many ar

has made not just a short-term difference, but a lon
well. Perhaps most obvious is school prayer. For over
has persisted in its view that organized prayer in pu
missible under the Establishment Clause59 despite the
ion is little more receptive to that view now than it
with flag burning, where the Court's decisions from

present have remained dramatically divergent from
opinion.62 Or consider child pornography, where th

Ashcroft v. Free Speech Coalition63 flew in the face
congressional majority approving the extension of ex

phy laws to virtual child pornography. Similarly
"indecency," the Court has spent well over a decad

down acts of Congress that enjoyed overwhe

58. United States v. Carolene Prods. Co., 304 U.S. 144, 152 n.4 (19

59. Santa Fe Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Doe, 530 U.S. 290 (2000); Lee v

(1992); Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38 (1985); Abington Sch. Dist. v. S
Engel v. Vitale, 370 U.S. 421 (1962).

60. National Election Studies polls show that even as of 1998, on
American population agreed that there should be no prayer in public

NES Guide to Public Opinion And Electoral Behavior, available at h
nesguide/toptable/tab4c_3b.htm (last visited Feb. 28, 2004). When th

agreement with the core of the holding in Schempp, the agreement rate i

seven percent, no higher than it was in 1982. See Nat'l Opinion Research

School, available at http://1stam.umn.edu/main/pubop/biblereading.htm

61. See United States v. Eichman, 496 U.S. 310 (1990); Texas v. Jo
Spence v. Washington, 418 U.S. 405 (1974); Smith v. Goguen, 415 U
York, 394 U.S. 576 (1969).

62. See First Amendment Online, Flag Burning, at http://1st
flag-burning.htm (last visited Feb. 29, 2004) (giving various poll results).

63. 535 U.S. 234 (2002).
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congressional support.64 Most dramatic of all
dure, where the Supreme Court's decision in
invalidating a congressional attempt to overr
derscores the persistent gap in concern for
Congress and the public, on the one hand, an
other.
IV

JUDICIAL SUPREMACY WITHOUT ILLUSION

It turns out, therefore, that the case for judicial authority or, to put it

differently, for overridable judicial supremacy, need not depend, as
Professor Kramer and others appear to suppose, on the view that the people

and (mutatis mutandis) legislatures are stupid, ignorant, especially selfish,
or especially driven by passion rather than reason. Admittedly, such attitudes about the population and their elected representatives are hardly absent from the academy, the judiciary, and the intelligentsia. And there can
be little doubt that such attitudes drive some claims of judicial supremacy.
Yet it is usually a mistake to argue by psychologizing one's opponents, and
the argument in the foregoing sections should make it clear that the best
argument for judicial authority is not dependent either upon a dim view of
the people or upon a glorified view of the judiciary,67 no matter how common such views may be.
In maintaining that the question of judicial supremacy is a "matter of
sensibility,"68 Professor Kramer, like others before him,69 assumes that it

would be impossible to believe in judicial supremacy without having a
largely negative view of popular (or legislative70) governing capacity. Yet
however widespread such a negative view may be,71 it is a mistake to assume that the sensibilities of the faculty lounge necessarily drive the argument for judicial supremacy, and a larger mistake to take on the weakest
rather than the strongest argument for judicial supremacy. The strongest

argument, as we have seen, is not the argument from popular
64. See, e.g., Reno v. Am. Civil Liberties Union, 521 U.S. 844 (1997); Sable Communications of
Cal., Inc. v. Fed. Communications Comm'n, 492 U.S. 115 (1989).

65. 530 U.S. 428 (2000). For context, see Neal Devins, Asking the Right Questions: How the
Courts Honored the Separation ofPowers by Reconsidering Miranda, 149 U. PA. L. REV. 251 (2000).

66. 384 U.S. 436 (1966).
67. For an effective argument against such glorified views, see Roderick M. Hills, Jr., Are Judges

Really More Principled than Voters?, 37 U.S.F. L. REV. 37 (2002).
68. Kramer, supra note 1, at 1002.
69. See, e.g., RICHARD D. PARKER, "HERE, THE PEOPLE RULE": A CONSTITUTIONAL POPULIST
MANIFESTO (1994).
70. See generally JEREMY WALDRON, LAW AND DISAGREEMENT (1999); JEREMY WALDRON, THE
DIGNITY OF LEGISLATION (1999).

71. For discussions of the issue far more serious and nuanced than one is likely to find in judicial
chambers or in the faculty common room, see the various arguments in Public Ignorance, 12 CRITICAL

REV. 397 (1998).
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incompetence, but rather a combination of two diffe

ther of which presupposes or requires a negative vie
The first of these arguments is the familiar one

interest. To believe that people vote (and in other w
ernance) largely on the basis of their self-interest is
phenomenon for judges,74 executives, administrator

say only that at the core of the strongest argument

and the argument dependent neither on an unrealist
judiciary nor on an unrealistically dim view of the
tion that the ability of the people to pursue their ow
of public policy, like the ability of the members of

their own interests in the name of public justice, mi

by introducing a source of countervailing power.

This argument is related to but not identical to t

ond-order constraints on first-order policy prefere
that people have only a limited ability to impose suc

selves is not a view about the limited abilities of
rately, it is not a view about the disproportionately

people when compared to the abilities of any oth
First-order policies and preferences occupy the f
nomenology;75 and while the ability to look beyond

more limited for the people as a whole than it is for
members of the federal judiciary, nor is there reas
less.

72. Actually, it is three arguments. The argument that settlement
Larry Alexander and I have developed elsewhere, is compatible with but

offer here. See Larry Alexander & Frederick Schauer, Defending Ju
CONST. COMMENT. 455 (2000); Larry Alexander & Frederick Schauer,
Interpretation, 110 HARV. L. REV. 1359 (1997).

73. It also does not require the kind of positive view of the jud

example, CHRISTOPHER L. EISGRUBER, CONSTITUTIONAL SELF-GOVERN

74. See Richard Posner, What Do Judges Maximize? (The Same T
SUP. CT. ECON. REV. 1 (1993); Frederick Schauer, Incentives, Rep
Determinants of Judicial Behavior, 68 U. CIN. L. REV. 615 (2000).

75. This was one of the basic insights of Legal Realism, set out mos

JEROME FRANK, LAW AND THE MODERN MIND (1930); see also Dan S

Judicial Decision Making, 30 RUTGERS L.J. 1 (1998). When first-order

and formal legal guidance indeterminate, as with the small number of c

the Supreme Court every year, first-order policy preferences appear
explaining outcomes. See JEFFREY A. SEGAL & HAROLD J. SPAETH, T

ATTITUDINAL MODEL (1993); James L. Gibson, Judges' Role O

Decisions: An Interactive Model, 72 AM. POL. Sci. REV. 911 (1978); Je
Powers Games in the Positive Theory of Congress and Courts, 91 AM.
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V

ON THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN MAKING AND ENFORCING NORMS

At times it appears that neither Kramer nor others, especially
Waldron,76 would disagree with the foregoing. They acknowledge that judicial supremacy may be appropriate for enforcing those clear rights that
the people themselves have at earlier times expressly recognized. This is
merely, but properly, a recognition that an important dimension of constitutionalism, a dimension captured by the image of Ulysses binding himself
to the mast, is one in which the people themselves decide that they wish to
be constrained in the future against their own strong but short-term policy
preferences. Thus, Kramer and others appear to accept that textually explicit and precisely demarcated rights (such as the right not be convicted of
treason except by the testimony of two witnesses or the right to a trial by
jury in all criminal and most civil cases) might appropriately be enforced
by the judiciary acting simply as the agent of the people for the enforcement of rights that the people themselves have created at an earlier time.

Not so in many other cases, Kramer, Waldron, and others argue.7
When the issue is filling in the indeterminate contours of "due process of
law,""78 "equal protection of the laws,"79 "cruel and unusual punishments,"'8
"freedom of speech ... [and] press,"'' or the "free exercise [of religion],"82

for example, they insist that the judiciary cannot plausibly be seen as
merely the enforcing agent for decisions made by the people in earlier
times. Even if a strong, preeminent, and deference-entitled judiciary is the
appropriate institution for enforcing pre-designated rights, it is something

else again when the task is best understood as deciding what rights there
will be rather than how to enforce the rights that exist. Decisions about ap-

plying "equal protection of the laws" to gender,83 sexual orientation,84
76. See WALDRON, LAW AND DISAGREEMENT, supra note 70; WALDRON, THE DIGNITY OF
LEGISLATION, supra note 70.

77. This appears to be one of the running themes in Post, supra note 16.

78. U.S. CONST. amend. V; U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, ? 1.
79. U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, ? 1.
80. U.S. CONST. amend. VIII.
81. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
82. Id.

83. Craig v. Boren, 429 U.S. 190 (1976); Frontiero v. Richardson, 411 U.S. 6
Reed, 404 U.S. 71 (1971).
84. Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003); Romer v. Evans, 517 U.S. 620 (

Hardwick, 478 U.S. 186 (1986). For many of us, the recent decisions of the Suprem

Massachusetts on gay and lesbian marriage provide a powerful example of how cour

determine the contours of vague constitutional provisions to the benefit of re
minorities in ways far removed from contemporaneous political, popular, legis
movement. See In re Opinions of the Justices to the Senate, 802 N.E.2d 565 (Mas
v. Dep't of Pub. Health, 798 N.E.2d 941 (Mass. 2003). Popular constitutionalist
better long-term results for gays and lesbians could have been secured if the Sup

had waited, or might argue that the detrimental effects of judicial supremacy outw

such that it is better to deny the authority than to grant it. Or they might claim th
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age,85 alienage,86 and affirmative action,"87 for example, a

questions that democracy demands be made by the peo
coterie of judges or even a large coterie of lawyers, so
too with questions regarding whether to apply "due pro
traception,88 abortion,89 and sexual conduct;90 whether

tion on "cruel and unusual punishments" to capital

whether to allow harsh sentences for multiple offende
instances, and many more, so the argument goes, the e
unavailing, and the question of what these wildly in
mean is not very different from the question of what a
say in the first place, a question that in a democracy m
the people or their responsive representatives, not by
and judges.
Although it may not be immediately apparent, this

particular and highly controversial view about rights. M
is premised on the view that rights and interests (or po
tinuous than the standard picture of rights as side-con

and that, to caricature this view slightly, a right is little m

est pounding its fist on the table. Under this view, righ

ultimately created by law, rather than existing anteced

being enforced by law. If rights, even if not exactly "
exist by virtue of law, then it should come as no surpr

power to make law in a democracy-the people-migh

the ultimate power to decide what rights we are to have
courts are to enforce. Moreover, as Waldron and to a l
judicial supremacy are peculiar to particular courts and particular times (on

Neutrality and Judicial Review, 23 L. & PHIL. 217 (2003)), such that no

Supreme Court of the United States applies to the Supreme Judicial Court o

other issues on which judicial action in general and Supreme Court ac

intertwined with popular and political movements, see GERALD N. ROSEN
(1991), as to make questions of causality difficult to disentangle, it seem

Judicial Court was well ahead of popular and political opinion. As a result, it

be described as other than "juricentric," and we await the arguments attemp
to judicial supremacy with acceptance of the judicial outcomes in the Massac

85. Massachusetts Bd. of Ret. v. Murgia, 427 U.S. 307 (1976).

86. In re Griffiths, 413 U.S. 717 (1973); Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.
87. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306 (2003); Adarand Constructors, In
(1995); City of Richmond v. J.A. Croson Co., 488 U.S. 469 (1989).

88. Griswold v. Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965).

89. Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
90. Lawrence v. Texas, 539 U.S. 558 (2003).
91. Eddings v. Oklahoma, 455 U.S. 104 (1982); Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U
Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972).

92. Lockyer v. Andrade, 538 U.S. 63 (2003).

93. See Richard H. Fallon, Jr., Individual Rights and the Powers of Gov

343, 343-44 (1993); Richard H. Pildes, Why Rights Are Not Trumps: So
Harms, and Constitutionalism, 27 J. LEGAL STUD. 725 (1998). There is some
a milder form, in Post & Siegel, supra note 16, at 1977, 2021.
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argue, if actual disagreement about rights m

practically implausible position, then acting as

sions about them is unfaithful to our actual e
world of disagreement.

By contrast, if rights, or at least some rig
Constitution (whether written or otherwise),
such rights do not exist unless the Constitutio
power recognizes them. Indeed, many of the
theory in the 1970s and 1980s focused on this
contested possibility that explicit recognition o

tution was not a necessary condition for judicia

We should not make too much of this point

tional design might suggest that granting

mistaken even if rights do exist prior to the C

tions would include, for instance, the possibili

enforce unenumerated rights would make mo
nonrights than courts not so empowered wou

ognition of real rights. Moreover, the v

governance, which count for something in th

are not the only ones of importance, might c
grant to nonmajoritarian courts the jurisdictio
rights even if those rights in fact do exist.

This is all familiar territory. Still, rehearsi

fact that recognizing that a particular right
entailed by a general right (due process) does
clusion that delineating the scope of due proce
That conclusion follows only if, at best, righ
the constitution; or if the public's right to sel
to all other rights; or if, as a contingent mat
courts are not to be trusted with the task of
two factors may well be sound, but they mere
matter at issue. Consequently, recognizing tha

abstractly formulated rights is different from
gets us less far than we might think in direct
judicial supremacy. Moreover, it is possible th

that lead to judicial preeminence in enforcing
produce the same conclusion when the questio

94. See, e.g., JOHN HART ELY, DEMOCRACY AND DISTRUS
(1980); MICHAEL J. PERRY, THE CONSTITUTION, THE COURTS,

Bork, Neutral Principles and Some First Amendment Prob
Grey, Do We Have an Unwritten Constitution?, 27 STAN. L.

Human Rights as the Unwritten Constitution: The Problem o

Interpretation, 4 U. DAYTON L. REV. 295 (1979); Frederick
Language, 29 UCLA L. REV. 797 (1982).
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delineation of abstractly formulated rights. If, as R

sisted, one class of rights is best understood as rights

a characterization that provides perhaps the best un
equality rights and a fair number of free speech, f
procedure, and due process rights as well, then the
second-order constraints on first-order policy prefe

oped above would also apply as much to rights delin

forcers. Just as we might expect anyone-includ

members of Congress, the President, and ordinary
atically deficient at the task of acting against self-int

expect majorities to have the same systematic de

view is not to be understood as being especially crit
of majorities or of the people. It does recognize, ho

arguments for being reluctant to let police officers
general, and lawyers police themselves would also ap
majorities and the policing of the people, for this is
rights against majorities do.
VI

THE MODEST CONSTITUTION

Even if we understand constitutional decision making as working out
and not just enforcing rights-based side-constraints,96 an important conclu-

sion emerges from the foregoing: the Constitution is not the primary forum in which the people make the bulk of their most important decisions
about policy and principle. And in this conclusion lies perhaps the major
divide between those who support and those who are skeptical about judicial primacy in constitutional adjudication.

Under one view, common among American constitutionalists since
the 1970s, the Constitution is America's civil religion,97 defining and shap-

ing who we are and what we wish to be. The Constitution is and always
has been the repository of American-ness, the forum for our deliberation
and discourse about our hopes and aspirations, and the vehicle by which
we crystallize our fears and dreams.98
This view of the role of the Constitution provides fertile ground for
skepticism about judicial supremacy. If the Constitution is so central to
what we are, is so constitutive of everything that we the people stand for,
and is the vehicle for the formation and transformation of national identity,

95. DWORKIN, supra note 48, at 204-05.
96. And sometimes courts have a special role to play even when rights are not at issue, as with
dealing with the coordination and cooperation issues that lie at the heart of the dormant commerce
clause.

97. See SANFORD LEVINSON, CONSTITUTIONAL FAITH (1988).
98. See Post, supra note 16, at 30, 37; Post & Siegel, supra note 16, at 1980-84.
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then leaving such a central role in democratic se
should be a source of concern. Such an allocation
an abdication of democratic governance itself.
Yet there is another view of the Constitution

modest. The Constitution, although it does set o

government and delineates the procedural rules b
will operate, says remarkably little about what
and that is as it should be. By and large, such ce

about public policy should be made in more pub
and more deliberative forums, whether those fo

legislatures or the more important and more di
public opinion is formed, reformed, and implem
the modest Constitution is appropriately a by
modest Constitution is not to disagree with the

about the primary locus for determining major

It is, instead, to disagree with the notion that w
termined by the people the debate is or should

Constitution. There are examples in which it is,

owner of a hammer needs to be wary of seeing e
too, does the constitutionalist-especially the Am

need to be wary of seeing every problem as a con

Yet although the modest Constitution does no
ter of all or even most debates of either policy
reason not to have a regime of unlimited legislat
Neither legislatures nor the people are best suite

the necessary limits on their own power, nor are

ment and, if necessary, create the side-constrai

that are so apparent in cases like the ones tha

Here, and arguably only here, it is popular (or c
and not judicial supremacy that is the problem. T
something wrong with the people, but rather b
informed people pursuing policies that are, from

well-meaning and informed, are still sometim

check to ensure the aggregate common good. So

99. Thus the issue is antecedent to the question whether the C

puts it, "ordinary law." KRAMER, THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES: P

JUDICIAL REVIEW 224 (2004). The antecedent question is whether w

into which much of the shape of the nation is poured, or from whi

contrast whether we see the Constitution as more modestly being
category of side-constraints on the political process. It may be t
conclusion that the Constitution is best treated as ordinary law, an

that the Framers and others did not view the Constitution as or

support for the former. But if the question is the largely nonhist

Constitution as ordinary law (or not) is at best the conclusion rather
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in the service of protecting systematically underrep

the Supreme Court recognized at least as long ago a
Sometimes the check exists to apply the same constr
terest in popular decision making as we apply in

other cases, the check exists to resolve Prisoners

problems of cooperative behavior. The modest Cons
such tasks,102 and as long as it stays so focused, the
entrusting its enforcement to a strong judiciary sup
tions of the Constitution (a necessary condition for
second-order constraints on even well-intended fir
ences) will represent a substantial derogation of th
and policy shaped largely by the people themselves.1

100. Professor Kramer follows Waldron in noting that there are
nontotalitarian societies-Great Britain, New Zealand, the Netherl

example-that survive quite nicely without judicial supremacy. Krame

surely relevant to the inquiry, one which Kramer rightly takes to be an

criminal procedure, freedom of the press when it is irresponsible, freed

(Nazis, Klansmen, and child pornographers, for example), and a strong

state that the United States diverges quite sharply from all the afo

protection of the relevant rights. It may be wrong for the United State

these countries out as models suggests a willingness to accept fewer
rights, free press rights, and separation of church and state rights than

the Rehnquist Court era. Perhaps that is where the issue should be joined

the domain of rights carried by systematically powerless litigants
supremacy is strongest.
101. 304 U.S. at 152 n.4.

102. In this sense it is possible that I have fewer differences with the popular constitu

than may appear at first sight. To believe in a modest constitution with judicial supremacy w

scope is not to object to the people and other branches playing the dominant role in the form

national identity and the designation of enduring and fundamental values. In this sense, th
constitutionalists and I have a common opponent: those who believe both that the Constitu
repository for most of the important questions about society's values and that the courts are

charge of this process through the vehicle of judicial supremacy. Moreover, it is possible t

heart of some objections to judicial supremacy is an unwillingness to relinquish the former vi

the Constitution really is pervasively substantively important. But if the Constitution's aspir

to be understood (or created) more modestly, as serving a vital but narrow function, the
supremacy would seem less threatening.

103. A few words are perhaps in order about the decidedly nonhistorical approach I tak

While I embrace with enthusiasm both the lessons we can learn from history and the less ins

value of knowing and understanding the past just for the sake of knowledge, to view history

an authoritative role in contemporary issues of institutional design is to embrace a controver

about the hold of the past on the present that requires deeper exploration than is possible here f

indeed, for any of the other participants in this Symposium. National institutional design is o
path dependent, and there can be no doubt that what the people and the Framers thought and

the founding period has profoundly influenced the array of options now available to us. T

however, the question about how we should now understand constitutionalism in general and A
constitutionalism in particular as constrained or framed by views on those subjects in the past

contested, and my nonreliance on history here can be understood (in this Reply) as an un

assertion about the nonauthoritativeness (not the nonwisdom) of the events or views of the f
period.
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CONCLUSION

It should come as no surprise that the debates about judicial supremacy track so closely the debates of earlier generations about judicial review
and constitutional theory.1'04 These earlier debates were about the appropriate allocation of decision-making authority in a democracy and the more
recent debates about judicial supremacy in interpreting the constitution are
but one facet of this larger issue.
The larger issue, however, is framed here as a debate about the merits
and demerits of popular constitutionalism. If constitutionalism is understood simply as governance, or grandly as the location for decisions about
the fundamental and foundational values and ideals of a society, then judicial constitutionalism is an assault on self-rule itself, and dramatically inconsistent with most versions of democratic rule.

But if we understand constitutionalism more modestly, it is not about
grandiose notions of self-rule or national identity. It is not even about what

Alexander Bickel called "enduring values."'15 Rather, in its most important
dimension, it is about the way in which self-rule is not only about rule but

about self. And if in numerous other dimensions of life we recognize the

importance of constraining as well as empowering the pursuit of selfinterest, we should not be appalled that this dimension of institutional design might be reflected in the design of democracy. When we recognize the

importance of second-order constraints on first-order democratic preferences of both policy and principle, then constitutionalism in this more
modest sense comes to the fore. The modest Constitution has ambitions

that are narrower in scope but greater in force, and as a result judicial s
premacy and the modest Constitution emerge as natural partners.

104. See Kramer, supra note 1, at 1003.
105. ALEXANDER M. BICKEL, THE MORALITY OF CONSENT (1975); ALEXANDER BICKEL, TH
LEAST DANGEROUS BRANCH: THE SUPREME COURT AT THE BAR OF POLITICS 24 (1962).
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